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Terms
Rainbow Mission Fundation

henceforth Budapest Pride

For-profit, and nonprofit organizations,
natural persons, who wish to participate in
the pride parade by launching a vehicle

henceforth Vehicle Participant Group

Objectives
The goal of this document is to summarize the rules and regulations regarding
the launching of and participation with a vehicle in the pride parade. All rules
apply to all Vehicle Participant Groups and no exceptions shall be made, the rules
must not be broken.

Scope, ratification, compensation
This document is valid until recalled.
Budapest Pride holds the right to change the contents of this document.
Complying with these rules is mandatory for all Vehicle Participant Groups, no
exceptions can be made. Participating in the pride march can be denied if
organizers from Budapest Pride find a Vehicle Participant Group not adhering to
these rules.
Budapest Pride is not responsible for any financial or other damages caused by
the right to participate being denied, and Budapest Pride cannot be forced to
financially compensate for these losses.

Rules
1. Route
All Vehicle Participant Groups are to follow the route decided by Budapest Pride
before, during, and after the pride march. Deviating from the decided route is
only allowed with the permission of Budapest Pride and/or the Police. In case the
route direction changes during the pride march, all Vehicle Participant Groups
are to follow the new route, and to act as the Budapest Pride appointed vehicle
coordinator says.
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2. Technical problems
In case a technical problem concerning the vehicle, sound, or performance,
before the pride march, the Vehicle Participant Group must contact Budapest
Pride at fesztival2020@budapestpride.hu with details about the nature of the
problem, possibilities of its correction, and its length. In case Budapest Pride
comes to the conclusion that the vehicle’s participation would endanger the
safety of the march after having considered the state of the problem, the Vehicle
Participant Group can be asked to remove the vehicle from the route and not to
participate in the march.
Any problems that arise during the march must be reported to the vehicle
coordinator appointed by Budapest Pride.

3. Securing vehicle personnel
All Vehicle Participant Groups must provide a minimum of five responsible
persons who will accompany the vehicle on the entire length of the march from
the first assembly to its end, and who will act as Budapest Pride orders them.
Of these five persons, four will hold a safety ribbon while walking next to the
vehicle, and one will walk in front of the vehicle and watch out for the attendees.
Vehicle Participant Groups must provide the safety ribbon for the vehicles, the
specifications of which are as follows:
● not shorter than each side of the vehicle while held at least 1m from the
vehicle itself,
● visible color,
● at least 8cm wide.
In case a Vehicle Participant Groups wishes to use the services of a security
company of their own choice, they must notify Budapest Pride (at
fesztival2020@budapestpride.hu) at least 15 days prior to the march, and must
provide the names of the security personnel, as well as a digital copy of their IDs
and permissions.
Vehicle Participant Groups must ensure that the security personnel do not wear
clothes that could be deemed intimidating (all black, camouflage, military etc),
and that their appearance blends in with the rest of the attendees. All security
personnel must wear visibility vests.
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Vehicle Participant Groups must provide data about the driver of the vehicle, as
well as the vehicle itself (such as name, phone number, ID number, license
number etc)
.
Vehicle Participant Groups must provide physical space for the Budapest Pride
appointed coordinator next to the driver of the vehicle.
In case any of the terms described in Section III are not met, Budapest Pride has
the right to deny attending the march to the respective Vehicle Participant
Group.

4. Vehicle specifications
All vehicles must meet the below criteria.
Weight
Total weight of vehicle (max)

7.5 t

Size
Lenght

6.5 m

Width

2.5 m

Inside height

2.5 m

The vehicle must not be heavier than 7.5t and longer than 2.5m. For safety
reasons, nothing can hang from its sides. In case a Vehicle Participant Group
wishes to launch a vehicle where the cords and cables used for sound, or any of
the decorating elements are hanging from the side of the vehicle, the group’s
participation will be denied.

5. Documentation
All march and technical vehicles must have valid vehicle passes, which are to be
provided by the Vehicle Participant Group, and to be sent to Budapest Pride by
the given date. If this term is not met, participation will be denied. Furthermore,
the license plate number, as well as the vehicle registration number must be
provided to Budapest Pride.
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6. Decoration, sound
No decoration or sound works can be done at the site of the march, all vehicles
must arrive completely decorated with finished and working sound systems.
To prevent accidents, during the pride march, only one person providing the
music can stay aboard the vehicle. When the vehicle returns to regular traffic,
nobody can stay there.
If a vehicle meets the technical requirements for it to be equipped with a working
sound system, i t cannot participate in the march without having one.
The official logo (if it’s not applicable, the exact name of the Vehicle Participant
Group) must be displayed on the vehicle.
Every logo displayed on the vehicle is obligated to discussion.

7. Communication, execution
All Vehicle Participant Groups must stay in contact with the Budapest Pride
appointed vehicle coordinator, must follow their orders at all times for the entire
duration of the pride march, and must consider the execution of all such orders
mandatory.

8. Obligations
Vehicle Participant Groups and all related staff must keep all rules as requested
by Budapest Pride.
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